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About This Game

THE BAD GUYS TAKE ONE HIT... SO DO YOU!
This 80's-style Top-Down Shooter tests your patience!

In a forgotten automated factory, overrun by aggressive units, a free-willed security droid is being hunted by the system...

NO CASUAL GAMING HERE!
As the title suggests, you will be punished for your slightest error in judgement with an instant Game Over (i.e., this game is

brutally difficult)!!!

Save panels record your progress, barriers allow one extra hit. Other items and secrets exist too (if you can survive long enough
to find them).

Just be good enough!!!
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you are not funny, kill yourself. Got Luton promoted and then got fired. Love it!. A nice action-platformer , really challenging (
but fun ) with a lot of walljumping . Timing and fast Reflexes are the Key to this Game . I really like the Artstyle and the
Comicstrip Cutscenes . Can be a little frustrating sometimes , but there are a lot of Checkpoints in each Level . I also like the
different Enemy Types , so you have to adjust your fighting . Overall a great game .. If you have a friend can play with you, I
strongly recommand this game to you.
If not, don't waste a penny on it. Amazing art style, good voice acting, a pretty interesting story. So what's wrong with it? I can't
be sure. I'm sitting here wondering why this game isn't better than what it is; but that doesn't mean it's bad. Unforeseen Incidents
is a good game, but I just didn't like the puzzle structure, and I'm not a big fan of having to unlock dialogue clues to unlock
other clues, and this game has a lot of those.

It's good, just not great.

BUT THOSE VISUALS ARE EXCELLENT.. Ok. With the proviso that it only costs just a few pounds.

It doesnt support PC resolutions. 1920x1080 is the best it can manage. It doesnt support any sensible field of view.

It is a console abomination and plays like it. Very predictable, very dull. If you thought it might be a dynasty warriors arena type
thing. It sort of is but that is incredible unfair to the dynasty warriors series which are so much more.

I didnt check the background much before I purchased because it was cheap. I am guessing its 8 or more years old and someone
has sentimental attachment.. Project Rhombus is a great game that syncs music to the beat. I never got bored of it out of my 5
hours of playing it and it is because the game is super addictive. ANd the more you play the more enjoyable it gets because you
can play with the whole song and not lose. I have gotten 60.01 seconds on Hard mode and unlocked expert mode. I cried when I
played expert mode because it is so fantastic. It stunned me. I also was able to react faster than I thought possible. The game also
has enough settings to change to your need from having a solid background to changing the SFX and Music seperatly. This game
is the most fun you can have with headphones or even without, and it is worth your time.

I loved this game and will continue to love it. And I think you will to.. i have pes 2015, but this have better multiplayer
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This is quite fun! Imagine overpowered cars doing a technical challenge... best played with a controller. Great concept, and
shiny design, and very much worth a couple of bucks!. This game is the opening at the end of the alimentary canal through
which solid waste matter leaves the body. The shhiit.. best game ever. The game lacks in all they are trying to sell you in the
trailer, poor graphics and very hard to play. I do not recommend this game, there are other games out there which are much
better and fun to play.. Steven Hawkins can run better than this game.

rip to my ♥♥♥♥♥ steven. This might be the only game, where the people with the lowest skill and the highest pings get all the
cool stuff and win all the battles. You can literally see 12 of your bullets hit the enemy, while 2 are registered. This is how great
the netcode is.. Melhor programa de gravação que já usei, muito completo.
Recomendo.. This is the Birdemic of video games. A game that's so perfectly bad that you can't help but enjoy it in a "what the
hell were they thinking?!" kind of way.
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